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ABOUT PFC
Doctober Admission
Pickford Film Center & Limelight Cinema Pricing:
• PFC Members, every day – $8.00
• General Admission – $11.25
• Students, Military & Kids under 12 – $8.50
• Matinees* – $9.00
*Matinees are Monday-Friday before 5pm,
and Saturday–Sunday before 3:30pm
Tickets for free shows are not available online, but can be claimed in
advance at the box office only.

Movie Times
1. Visit www.pickfordfilmcenter.org for current showtimes,
news, advance tickets, and trailers
2. Sign up for our weekly email
3. See our ad each week in the Cascadia Weekly
4. Call our movie hotline: 360-738-0735

PFC Staff
Susie Purves, Executive Director
susie@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Michael Falter, Program Director
michael@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Ryan Uhlhorn, Operations Manager
ryan@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Lindsey Gerhard, Marketing Manager
lindsey@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Ariel Brownstein,
Membership & Development Manager
ariel@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Michael Barone, Assistant Operations Manager
mb@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Meghan Schilling, Volunteer Coordinator
meghan@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Mikayla Nicholson, Education Outreach Coordinator
mikayla@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Winnie Griffith, Pickford Art Studios Manager
winifred@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Darcy Ruppert, Adminstrative Coordinator
darcy@pickfordfilmcenter.org
Projectionists:
Steve Meyers, Carey Ross, Mikayla Nicholson, Meghan Schilling
Jules Matragrano, Jen Cartwright, Jessica Vangel

PFC Board
Gennie Clawson, President
Chris Kobdish, Vice President
Meg Weber, Treasurer
Nabil Kamel, Secretary
Becca Shew, James Willson, Dawn Dietrich, Gary Washington
Janet Ott, Nathan Brown, Chris Phillips, Max Kaiser

BE PREPARED

A sold-out show during Doctober is a regular occurrence. Buy those
tickets in advance, folks! It guarantees your seat and lets you beat
the lines at the box office. It also never hurts to arrive early and
claim your seat—theaters are open for seating 20 minutes before
the show.

EAT WELL + STAY HYDRATED

Let us take this moment to remind you that the Pickford has one
of the best happy hours in town! Enjoy discounted local beer, wine
and cider on Monday-Friday from 4-6pm. We also serve GMO-free
popcorn all day long (freshly popped in coconut oil) and a wide
selection of local concessions, both salty and sweet. As much as
we love you hanging out at the Pickford, we know you might need a
break from the screens. Downtown Bellingham is full of delicious
flavors and brews—we encourage you to venture out to the streets
and check out our wonderful neighbors.

Ann Reinhart

LET'S TALK ABOUT IT

You are welcome to stick around in the lobby after the film ends to
discuss what you've just seen with your friends, or come early and
catch up over a bottle of wine. Treat our lobby like your living room.
Relax, get comfortable, do your thing. We're glad you're here. Want
to use our free WiFi to write up your original review? No problem:
Aspect Ratio pw: Cinemascope

WHERE DO I PARK?

On street parking is generally available during our showtimes.
Meters are free after 5pm and on weekends, and the Commercial
Street Parking Garage, located one block from PFC and the Limelight, is safe, convenient, free after 5pm on weekdays, and free all
weekend. Ride your bike? The long bike racks outside the Pickford
are being relocated closer to Holly Street, but there are still plenty
of bike racks on the sidewalks outside both cinemas.

COMING FROM OUT OF TOWN?

Doctober is unlike any other festival on the West coast, and people
travel from all over to partake in the documentary bliss. If you
are coming from out of town, why not make a weekend of it? We
have several enticing hotel partnerships that give you access to
discounts on rooms and free passes to Doctober screenings. Our
partners include the Hamlet Hotel, Home2 Suites by Hilton, the
Heliotrope Hotel, and Tree Frog Night’s Forest Studio.

STAY CONNECTED

Keep in touch. This program that you're currently flipping through
has a lot of information included, but new events and activities
get added throughout the month! Keep your eyes on our website
and, even better, sign up to receive our weekly email to get updates
delivered straight to your inbox. Follow us on Instagram, Facebook
and Letterboxd to catch our up-to-the-minute announcements and
behind the scenes stats and details.

BE A FRIEND

Please keep it classy and respect fellow audience members.
Talking on the phone and texting is strictly prohibited in the
theaters, and behavior such as talking to your neighbors and
chewing gum during the film is just plain rude. We thank you
in advance for your understanding.

ADDITIONAL
SPONSORS
Northwest Holistic Pet Care
Real Change for
Whatcom County
TrueBearing Consulting
Shake & Shine
Canine Wash and Deli
Frank Ellars: Edward Jones
Financial Advisor
Chuckanut Builders
Gravity Payments

THANK YOU TO OUR
DOCTOBER GRANT
FUNDERS
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With 60 films in the lineup, we know that it
can be a lot to take in, and if you're one who
tries to see them all—or even just a bunch of
them—you deserve an award! Pick up your
Doctober Challenge punchcard at the Pickford
or the Limelight. See 8 documentaries to earn
8 punches, and redeem your completed card
at the box office for two free passes and your
choice between one piece of merchandise or
one entry into a drawing for a Goldfinger Card.
That’s one year of free movies for you and
a guest!
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With over 60 films, where do you even begin? Here’s a good
place to start. All Doctober films with descriptions and details in
alphabetical order. More of a visual person? Flip to our centerfold
to check out the festival calendar.
AFTER SO MANY DAYS 10/27 + 10/30

Les Blank’s 1976 documentary about life on the
Texas-Mexico border as seen through the eyes of
prominent Norteño musicians has been lovingly
restored and paired with the complementary mini-doc
by longtime Blank collaborator Maureen Gosling.
87 min. Unrated.

BECOMING NOBODY Opens 10/11 @ Limelight

After making music together for a decade, singer/
songwriter duo Jim and Sam got married and decided to
hit the road and play one show every single day for a
year. This is their journey to the heart of music and
marriage.85 min. Unrated.

Presented by the Ayurvedic Health Center
He was born Richard Alpert and became a prominent
Harvard psychologist, but he’s more commonly known
as Ram Dass. Enjoy a conversation full of humor and
heart with the beloved spiritual leader and author of
Be Here Now. 81 min. Unrated.

AMERICAN DHARMA 10/17

BELLINGCAT: TRUTH IN A POST-TRUTH WORLD

Presented by Indivisible Bellingham
Voter registration tables
Legendary documentarian Errol Morris has gone head
to head with political adversaries Robert McNamara
and Donald Rumsfeld. Now he takes on architect of the
alt-right, Steve Bannon. 95 min. Unrated.

CHULAS FRONTERAS + DEL MERO CORAZON
9/29 + 10/10

10/4 + 10/9

It plays like a spy thriller, but it’s really the
true story of Bellingcat, the collective of citizen
journalists using cutting-edge techniques to debunk
fake news and uncover the truth. 88 min. Unrated.
BOY HOWDY

THE DOG DOC 9/29 + 10/3

Skype Q+A with Filmmaker Cindy Meehl on 9/29
In this case, “doc” means “doctor” rather than
“documentary.” An immersive look into the world of
pioneering veterinarian Dr. Marty Goldstein and the
mecca of holistic animal care he’s created to help
ailing animals in Salem, New York. 101 min. Unrated.
Sponsored by Northwest Holistic Pet Care

ANBESSA 9/27

Q+A with special guests moderated by Brian J. Bowe
When it launched, Creem brashly dubbed itself
“America’s Only Rock ’n’ Roll Magazine”—much to the
chagrin of Rolling Stone–and proceeded to run roughshod
over music journalism for two decades. Sex, drugs,
rock ’n’ roll—Creem had it all. 75 min. Unrated.
Sponsored by Ann Reinhart

FIRE ON THE HILL + FAST HORSE 10/2 + 10/7

Presented by Animals as Natural Therapy
Visits by therapy horses at both screenings
In Compton, the same streets that spawned the likes
of N.W.A. are home to a group of black cowboys
with a stable called the Hill at its epicenter.
After an arsonist strikes the Hill, can this cowboy
counterculture survive? Paired with Fast Horse,
which traces the return of the Blackfoot bareback
horseracing tradition. 98 min. Unrated.

FIRST POSITION 10/12

EARTH (ERDE) 10/16 + 10/26

Austria’s most important and prolific documentary
filmmaker, Nikolaus Geyrhalter, explores man’s literal
impact on the Earth by traveling to seven sites
despoiled in grand fashion by heavy industry and
thoughtfully parsing the price of progress.
115 min. Unrated.

Presented as part of Kid Pickford Admission is only $1
This award-winning 2011 doc takes an up-close look
at the high-stakes world of six ballet dancers from
different backgrounds as they prepare for the Youth
America Grand Prix. 95 min. Unrated.
Sponsored by Bank of the Pacific

ANTHROPOCENE
CHANGING THE GAME

ANTHROPOCENE: THE HUMAN EPOCH 10/5

Presented by Canada House in partnership w/ WWU Canadian
Studies and the Consulate General of Canada in Seattle
Introduction by Brandon A. Lee, Consul General, opening
presentation and post-screening discussion with Kona
Ongoy, Huxley College of the Environment
An award-winning team of Canadian filmmakers spent
four years traveling to six continents and 20
countries to create a stunning document of humanity’s
re-engineering of the planet on a massive scale.
Narrated by Alicia Vikander. 87 min. Unrated.

CHANGING THE GAME 10/25 + 10/27

Presented by Whatcom Youth Pride and Queer Youth Project
Post-screening discussions in the theater
Skype Q+ with filmmakers
Transgender student athletes are the subject of
this inspiring and barrier-breaking doc, which
insightfully illustrates both the strength and solace
these athletes find in their sports and the obstacles
and harassment they face in trying to compete.
88 min. Unrated.

FANTASTIC FUNGI Opens 10/18 @ Limelight

Presented by North Cascades Institute
Brie Larson narrates this deep dive into the
mysterious and fascinating world of fungi, which
features the likes of Northwest native and mushroom
celebrity Paul Stamets as well as Michael Pollan,
Eugenia Bone, Andrew Weil, and others making the case
that mushrooms really are magic. 74 min. Unrated.
Sponsored by Knechtel Enterprises

ISLAND OF THE HUNGRY GHOSTS
10/24 + 10/29
Presented by Bellingham Human Rights Film Festival
Recorded introduction from Director Gabrielle Brady
The hypnotically beautiful Christmas Island is
home to exotic species (including thousands of red
crabs whose migration provides a powerful thematic
element), a detention center that is akin to
Australia’s Guantanamo–and the trauma therapist who
tries to heal people in the place that helped break
them. 98 min. Unrated.
ISLAND OF THE
HUNGRY GHOSTS

GAY CHORUS DEEP SOUTH 10/6 + 10/21

GORDON LIGHTFOOT: IF YOU COULD READ
MY MIND 9/27 + 10/5

Gordon Lightfoot, Canada’s greatest songwriter and
a musician who even Bob Dylan looks up to, gets the
rock doc treatment. Unsurprisingly, he’s as astute,
engaging and easy on the ears as his many hit songs.
91 min. Unrated.

FOR SAMA

FOR SAMA 10/5 + 10/6 @ Limelight

Presented by the Whatcom Peace & Justice Center
When revolution began in Syria, Waad al-Kateab picked
up a camera. She wouldn’t put it down for five years
as her home city of Aleppo became the site of an
unconscionably brutal siege and war. She emerged
with an unflinchingly gripping and award-winning
documentary she never intended to make.
95 min. Unrated.

IT STARTED AS A JOKE 10/11 + 10/23

One night, beloved Brooklyn alt-comic Eugene Mirman
(Bob’s Burgers) hatched an idea to start a comedy
festival to poke fun at other comedy festivals. He
enlisted his comic friends–Mike Birbiglia, Michael
Ian Black, Michael Che, and more–and threw his party
for nearly a decade. Until real life intervened.
75 min. Unrated.

GREY GARDENS 10/5 @ Limelight

Presented as part of Third Eye Cinema Admission is only $5
In 1975, Albert and David Maysles introduced us
to the instantly iconic Big Edie and Little Edie,
distant relatives of Jackie Kennedy and residents of
a decaying Hamptons mansion, and none of us have been
the same since. 95 min. PG.
JAY MYSELF

THE HOTTEST AUGUST 10/6 + 10/15

Skype Q+A w/ Filmmakers Brett Story & Danielle Varga
For her of-the-moment, slice-of-life essay about
climate change, director Brett Story wandered the five
boroughs of New York City asking mostly working-class
people simple questions about their lives and fears.
Their answers, though revealing, were anything but
simple. 94 min. Unrated.

HUMAN NATURE 10/5 + 10/14

ERNIE & JOE 10/1

In San Antonio, a pair of police officers is steadily
affecting a paradigm shift away from treating those
suffering from mental illness as criminals and toward
getting them the support and help they need. Timely
and inspiring. 96 min. Unrated.
Sponsored by Knechtel Enterprises

GAY CHORUS DEEP SOUTH

Presented by Echoes
Singalong and facilitated discussion after both shows
If you’re the San Francisco Gay Men’s Chorus living
during a rise in fresh anti-LGBTQ+ bigotry, what do
you do to combat it? You take your show on the road
to the Deep South. What they find when they get there
will surprise them–and you. 100 min. Unrated.

CHULAS FRONTERAS

BOY HOWDY! THE STORY OF CREEM
MAGAZINE 10/4 + 10/13

Asalif and his mother live in a tool shed without
running water or electricity just a stone’s throw
from the largest condominium complex in East Africa.
His life is challenging, encroaching civilization is
confusing, and to cope, he becomes Anbessa, the lion,
in this lyrical and evocative documentary.
85 min. Unrated.
Sponsored by Real Change Whatcom County

FINDING HOME IN BOOMTOWN 10/12 + 10/22

Presented by the YWCA
Dina Guttman, Editor, in attendance at both screenings
and a Skype Q+A with Filmmakers Katie and Matt Maxwell
John-Mark and Briana Echols are a married couple
who sell everything they own and move to the oil
town of Midland, Texas to build tiny houses for the
chronically homeless in a community in which the
divide between haves and have-nots is sharp and wide.
80 min. Unrated.
Sponsored by Knechtel Enterprises
FIRE ON THE HILL

EARTH

ANBESSA

Don't miss out on your favorite film! Buy tickets in advance and beat the lines at the box office: pickfordfilmcenter.org/doctober

JAY MYSELF 10/26 + 10/27 @ Limelight

Presented by Mindport With interactive exhibits
For 50 years, renowned photographer Jay Maisel owned
an iconic New York City building known as “The
Bank,” filling it with ephemera both fascinating and
ordinary. Take a tour with him through his life and
the space that housed it as he prepares to sell the
eclectic place he calls home.91 min. Unrated.

Presented by WWU Chemistry Department
With a recent discovery in bioengineering called
CRISPR, editing genes becomes less sci-fi fodder and
more the stuff of reality. In this clever, highly
watchable doc, scientists grapple with a potential
revolution that could allow us to do everything from
create designer babies, to cure all genetic diseases.
94 min. Unrated. Shown in honor of National Chemistry Week
Sponsored by Knechtel Enterprises

ANIMALS
BIOGRAPHIES
CHANGING LANDS

INSIDE LEHMAN BROTHERS 10/20 + 10/28

A sobering account of the fall of Lehman Brothers,
which remains the largest bankruptcy filing in U.S.
history and a main trigger of the 2008 financial
crisis, from those who lived it–and tried to blow the
whistle before it was too late. 85 min. Unrated.
Sponsored by Gravity Payments

CLASSIC DOCS

KEY:
THEMES

HEALTH
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All films are playing at Pickford Film Center 1318 Bay Street or at the Limelight Cinema 1416 Cornwall Avenue | Bellingham, WA

MIGRANT EXPERIENCE
MUSIC
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SUNDAY

TUESDAY

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

7:00 Opening Night: WALDO ON WEED

5:15 ANBESSA
5:30 RAISE HELL: THE LIFE & TIMES OF
MOLLY IVINS
Plays all week @ the Limelight

7:30 GORDON LIGHTFOOT
7:50 MOONLIGHT SONATA

6

12:30
2:30
3:15
5:30

CHULAS FRONTERAS + DEL MERO CORAZÓN
THE DOG DOC
LOVE, ANTOSHA @ the Limelight
N. SCOTT MOMADAY: WORDS
FROM A BEAR

5:45 PICTURE CHARACTER
8:00 PUSH

5:30 MIDNIGHT FAMILY
8:00 FIRE ON THE HILL + FAST HORSE

KATIE
GAY CHORUS DEEP SOUTH
FOR SAMA @ the Limelight
THE HOTTEST AUGUST

7
5:45 MASSACRE RIVER
8:00 HUMAN NATURE

SAY AMEN, SOMEBODY
SALMON PEOPLE
LOS REYES @ the Limelight
OUR BODIES, OUR DOCTORS
BOY HOWDY

Plays all week @ the Limelight

5:30 BELLINGCAT
8:00 BOY HOWDY

3
5:45 KIFARU
8:00 CHULAS FRONTERAS + DEL MERO CORAZÓN

9

8
5:15 THE HOTTEST AUGUST
7:30 NOTHING FANCY: DIANA KENNEDY

5:15 WILD SHORTS
5:45 BECOMING NOBODY: RAM DASS
Plays all week @ the Limelight

10
5:30 AMERICAN DHARMA
8:00 MR. JIMMY

5:45 THE QUEEN
7:45 EARTH (ERDE)

INSIDE LEHMAN BROTHERS
THE POLLINATORS
VISION PORTRAITS @ the Limelight
KIFARU
MOTHERLOAD

14

5:30 FINDING HOME IN BOOMTOWN
8:00 THE POLLINATORS

6:00 PIZZA: A LOVE STORY
8:15 GAY CHORUS DEEP SOUTH

5:05 SAY AMEN, SOMEBODY
5:45 FANTASTIC FUNGI

21
5:30 MAKING WAVES
8:00 INSIDE LEHMAN BROTHERS

23

22
5:45 THE STORY OF PLASTIC
8:00 ISLAND OF HUNGRY GHOSTS

17

1:00
3:30
5:30
5:45
8:00

FIRST POSITION
UNION MAIDS
FINDING HOME IN BOOMTOWN
LOS REYES @ the Limelight
MR. JIMMY

12
MARSHAWN LYNCH
MIDNIGHT FAMILY
VISION PORTRAITS @
WELL GROOMED

the Limelight

18
5:30 CHANGING THE GAME
5:45 JIM ALLISON: BREAKTHROUGH

24

19
11:45AM WBCN AND THE AMERICAN
REVOLUTION
2:30 EARTH (ERDE)
5:30 RUNNER
8:00 JAY MYSELF @ the Limelight

Plays all week @ the Limelight

6:30 SCREAM, QUEEN!
8:30 NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET 2

5:45 AFTER SO MANY DAYS
8:00 RUNNER

GORDON LIGHTFOOT
ANTHROPOCENE
FOR SAMA @ the Limelight
HUMAN NATURE
GREY GARDENS @ the Limelight

5

12:30
3:15
3:30
6:00

Plays all week @ the Limelight

5:30 ISLAND OF HUNGRY GHOSTS
8:00 WELL GROOMED

5:15 WBCN AND THE AMERICAN
REVOLUTION
8:00 IT STARTED AS A JOKE

12:45
3:15
4:45
6:00
10:00

11

8:00 MAKING WAVES

20
11:00AM NOTHING FANCY:
DIANA KENNEDY
1:45 CHANGING THE GAME
3:30 JAY MYSELF @ the Limelight
4:15 MASSACRE RIVER
6:45 AFTER SO MANY DAYS

16

15

28
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7:30 MARSHAWN LYNCH

13
11:00
1:30
3:30
4:15
6:30

5:30 BELLINGCAT
8:00 MISTER AMERICA

6:15 MOTHERLOAD

5:30 MILES DAVIS: BIRTH OF THE COOL

5:45 OUR BODIES, OUR DOCTORS
8:15 THE DOG DOC

2

1

27

7:30 IT STARTED AS A JOKE

6
12:00
2:45
3:30
5:00
7:30

5:45 FIRE ON THE HILL + FAST HORSE

30

29
12:00
2:30
4:45
5:15

5:15 N. SCOTT MOMADAY: WORDS
FROM A BEAR
7:30 ERNIE & JOE

WILD SHORTS
PICTURE CHARACTER
LOVE, ANTOSHA @ the Limelight
WALDO ON WEED
PUSH

25
PURCHASE ADVANCE TICKETS,
WATCH TRAILERS,
AND GET MORE INFORMATION AT:

26
12:00 THE STORY OF PLASTIC
2:15 SCREAM, QUEEN!

pickfordfilmcenter.org/doctober

27

28

29

30

31

1

2
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Plays all week @ the Limelight

12:00
2:15
3:15
4:45
7:30

7

JIM ALLISON: BREAKTHROUGH
Opens 10/25 @ Limelight

After Jim Allison lost his mother to cancer at a
young age, he became a doctor, dedicated his life to
curing cancer, pioneered the science of immunology,
won a Nobel Prize, and now his extraordinary
achievements are the subject of this doc narrated by
Woody Harrelson. And he plays a mean blues harmonica.
90 min. PG-13. Sponsored by TrueBearing Consulting

LYNCH: A HISTORY 10/18 + 10/19

MOTHERLOAD

Q+A with Director David Shields and special guests
This doc explores the silence that nonconformist NFL
star Marshawn Lynch deploys as a form of resistance.
Culling more than 700 video clips and placing them in
dramatic, rapid, and radical juxtaposition, the film
is a powerful political parable about the American
media-sports complex and its deep complicity with
racial oppression. 85 min. Unrated.

MAKING WAVES: THE ART OF CINEMATIC
SOUND 10/25 + 10/28 Presented by Talking to Crows

Panel of women involved in sound production on 10/28
Not just for film nerds, this film takes us into
the heard-but-unseen world of the sound designers
responsible for Hollywood’s most iconic hits. You’ll
never hear a movie the same again. 94 min. Unrated.

MASSACRE RIVER 10/14 + 10/27

KATIE

8

MR. JIMMY 10/12 + 10/17

In 2012, Led Zeppelin guitarist Jimmy Page saw a
performance by longtime Japanese impersonator, Akio
Sakurai, aka Mr. Jimmy. Page’s enthusiastic reaction
led Mr. Jimmy to follow his dreams all the way to
Los Angeles and a spot with noted tribute band Led
Zepagain–a move with mixed results. 113 min. Unrated.

KIFARU 10/10 + 10/20

Also a Doc-ED title, see the back page for more info!
An award-winning account of the efforts to protect
one of the last surviving white rhinos in the world,
Sudan, as viewed through the lens of his caretakers at
a wildlife reserve in Kenya. The perils of extinction,
up close and hugely personal. 81 min. Unrated.

LOS REYES 10/12 + 10/13 @ Limelight

Presented by the Humane Society of Skagit Valley
Stray dogs and skateboarders share a downtown
Santiago, Chile skate park. But the dogs are the
stars here, in particular best canine pals Chola
and Football, who will steal your heart before you
realize its gone. Four wheels good, four legs better.
78 min. Unrated.
LOVE, ANTOSHA

MIDNIGHT FAMILY

MIDNIGHT FAMILY 10/7 + 10/19

The Ochoas are a family of EMTs who operate a private
ambulance in Mexico City, catering to anyone who can
pay cash. Ride along as they try and balance saving
lives with the cutthroat competition of the for-profit
ambulance industry. 90 min. Unrated.

ANIMALS
BIOGRAPHIES
CHANGING LANDS
CLASSIC DOCS
HEALTH

KEY

MIGRANT EXPERIENCE
MUSIC

Delve into the mind and life of Pulitzer Prizewinning author Navarro Scott Momaday, one of Native
America’s most treasured and celebrated authors of
poetry and prose. 84 min. Unrated

MILES DAVIS: BIRTH OF THE COOL
Presented by Whatcom Jazz Music Arts Center
Featuring a performance by The Kevin Woods trio
outside the Limelight on Art Walk Friday from 7:45-8:30
It takes its name from one of his albums, but the
title of this documentary really says it all.
An excellent and star-studded (Herbie Hancock,
Quincy Jones, and others chime in) treatise on the
groundbreaking jazzman who may not have birthed cool,
but certainly defined it. 115 min. Unrated.

Presented by the Bellingham Harold (yes, Harold)
Get ready because this is an actual documentary about
Tim Heidecker’s character from Adult Swim’s “On
Cinema at the Cinema” running for public office. Of
course, Gregg Turkington is along for what promises
to be a wild romp through American democracy. 97 min. R.

LOVE, ANTOSHA 9/28 + 9/29 @ Limelight

N. SCOTT MOMADAY: WORDS FROM A BEAR
9/29 + 10/1 Presented by Village Books

Opens 10/4 @ Limelight

MISTER AMERICA 10/9

When actor Anton Yelchin was killed at the age of 27
in a freak accident, the outpouring of grief from
those who he had worked with was immediate. Many of
them are interviewed in this doc, but it is Anton
himself, through his writings, songs and photos,
who gives us a glimpse of a remarkable life cut
tragically short. 92 min. R.

Presented by Smart Trips and WTA
Enjoy post-screening panel discussions featuring local
parents, commuters, and business owners who have
discovered the power of cargo bikes
New mom Liz Canning, after learning about the cargo
bike movement that helped get her back on two wheels
with her kids, crowd-sourced this lively documentary
that just might convince you to ditch your car to
embrace the cargo-bike lifestyle. 86 min. Unrated.

MOONLIGHT SONATA

N SCOTT MOMADAY

NOTHING FANCY: DIANA KENNEDY
10/15 + 10/27
Presented by Cascadia Women’s International Film Festival
At 96 years old, Diana Kennedy’s personality is as
spicy as her cooking. But as the “Indiana Jones of
food” (as one awed chef refers to her), the fierce
protector and proponent of Mexican food traditions
has earned the right to get a little salty when the
recipe calls for it. Don’t come hungry to this one.
82 min. Unrated.

OUR BODIES, OUR DOCTORS 10/3 + 10/13

MOONLIGHT SONATA: DEAFNESS IN THREE
MOVEMENTS Opens 9/27 @ Limelight

Presented by the Hearing, Speech & Deaf Center in honor of
National Disability Awareness Month
All screenings will be presented with open captions
Director Irene Taylor Brodsky turns the camera on her
family for this illuminating look at deafness through
generations as seen via her relationships with her
deaf parents, her deaf son, and “Moonlight Sonata,”
a piece composed by Beethoven when he was nearly
deaf. 90 min. Unrated.

Presented by Mount Baker Planned Parenthood
Panel discussion after the 10/3 screening featuring
Director Jan Haaken (Milk Men) and Sean Trafficante,
M.D., Medical Director of MBPP
This hugely topical doc chronicles the daily lives of
the doctors who perform abortions, and the threats,
stigma and downright dangerous circumstances they
willingly endure to provide reproductive health care.
78 min. Unrated.

PICTURE CHARACTER 9/28 + 9/30

Presented by The Comics Place
Emoji glitter tattoos before the show from Glitt3r Lyfe
Hollywood has already given us a feature film about
emoji, so it’s probably past time for the Japanese
“picture characters” that have taken the world by
storm to get the documentary treatment as well.
Explore the past, present and future of a global
language phenomenon. 81 min. Unrated.
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KATIE 10/6

Presented as part of Bellingham Irish Festival
Everyone is welcome at the open jam session in the
lobby with tea, soda bread and historical Irish books
When she was young, she posed as a boy to get past an
Irish ban on girls in the boxing ring. These days,
she’s the undisputed lightweight world champion and
the most popular sports figure in Ireland. She’s Katie
Taylor, and her story is a knockout. 85 min. Unrated.

Presented by Whatcom Human Rights Task Force
After political unrest between Haiti and the
Dominican Republic, the latter reverses its
birthright citizenship law, leaving 250,000 people
stateless. Meet one of them, Pikilina, as she decides
whether to fight for Dominican citizenship or flee to
Haiti, a country she barely knows. 81 min. R.

MOTHERLOAD 10/8 + 10/20
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PIZZA: A LOVE STORY 10/21

Presented by La Fiamma Pizza Your ticket includes a prescreening reception with pizza and beer!
Pizza is America’s most loved food, and believe it or
not, the best pizza in America is found not in New
York, but in New Haven, Connecticut, where a trio
of pizzerias claimed the crown long ago and haven’t
relinquished it since. Get the dish on the country’s
best pie. 85 min. Unrated.
Sponsored by Frank Ellars, Financial Advisor at Edward Jones

RUNNER 10/26 + 10/30

SALMON PEOPLE & OTHER STORIES 10/13

Presented & hosted by Children of the Setting Sun Productions
Children of the Setting Sun Productions returns after
a full year of filming in and around the Salish Sea.
Come see the vibrancy of local Native cultures in a
series of short films, our latest honoring the Women
of Canoe Journey in this year's Paddle to Lummi.
Also showing is Salmon People, with new scenes
illuminating the intricate relationship between
salmon and the Coast Salish peoples. 90 min. Unrated

THE POLLINATORS
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WBCN AND THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
SAY AMEN, SOMEBODY

SAY AMEN, SOMEBODY 10/13 + 10/18

PUSH 9/28 + 9/30

A richly entertaining journey through the history
of gospel music that will have you on your feet and
wanting to make a joyful noise, even if you haven’t
darkened the door of a church in a month of Sundays.
100 min. G.

THE QUEEN 10/16

Presented as part of The Queens' Vernacular
Intro by series curators Chris Vargas & Greg Youmans
Before RuPaul’s Drag Race or even Paris Is Burning,
this newly restored, pre-Stonewall film documented
1967’s Miss All-America Camp Beauty Pageant, a drag
competition that introduces us to those who would
become pioneers of the LGBTQ+ movement just a few
short years later. 68 min. Unrated.

THE STORY OF PLASTIC 10/29 + 11/2

It’s not about the straws. It’s about how plastic
is literally everywhere, smothering the human and
natural worlds. But this movie isn’t just here to
tell us plastic is a problem. It’s here to offer
solutions as well as a vision of a world free of
plastic pollution.
85 min. Unrated

UNION MAIDS 10/12

Presented by American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees Local 114 and United Faculty of
Western Washington
Nominated for an Academy Award in 1976 and newly
restored, Jim Klein, Julia Reichert, and Miles
Mogulescu’s documentary is a groundbreaking oral
history of a trio of Depression-era women that became
union organizers who empowered the labor movement-and themselves in the process. 50 min. Unrated.
RAISE HELL

RAISE HELL: THE LIFE & TIMES OF
MOLLY IVINS Opens 9/27 at the Limelight

Presented by League of Women Voters and the
Good Time Girls
Voter registration booths at most screenings
The Life & Times of Molly Ivins: Sharp-witted
political commentators abound, but few had the quick
tongue and memorably caustic humor of long, tall
Texan Molly Ivins. Never afraid to speak truth to
power-never afraid of anything it seems-this doc does
justice to her singular and sorely missed voice.
93 min. Unrated.

10/23 + 10/26 Presented by the Spark Museum

Before social media, underground radio stations
disseminated music and information outside the
mainstream-and no one did it better than Boston’s
WBCN, which chronicled the social upheaval of the
1960s and 1970s and launched the careers of everyone
from Bruce Springsteen to Aerosmith. 123 min. Unrated.
WELL GROOMED

SCREAM, QUEEN! MY NIGHTMARE ON
ELM STREET 10/31 + 11/2

Presented by Bleedingham and The Queens' Vernacular
When it was released in 1985, A Nightmare on Elm Street
2: Freddy’s Revenge was dubbed the “gayest horror film
ever made” and ended the career of its closeted star,
Mark Patton, before it began. Once a flop, now it-and
its star-are enjoying new status as an LGBTQ+ cult
classic. 99 min. Unrated.
+ make it a Halloween Double Feature and catch a
screening of A Nightmare on Elm Street 2: Freddy’s Revenge
10/31-free admission with your ticket to Scream, Queen!

THE QUEEN

WALDO ON WEED 9/26 + 9/28

With Waldo, Brian and Yin Dwyer in attendance for a
Q+A and opening night reception
Our opening-night film is a story sure to resonate
with local audiences-and not just because it has
a Bellingham connection. At just six months old,
Waldo Dwyer was diagnosed with a rare form of eye
cancer and began a chemotherapy regimen that left
him brutally ill. Willing to do anything to ease his
child’s suffering, Waldo’s father opts to treat his
son with CBD oil, a decision that proves miraculous
for Waldo, but alienates the Dwyers’ friends and
family. Looking to relocate to a more weed-friendly
community, the Dwyers landed in none other than
Bellingham, where they currently reside. Much more
than a pro-marijuana doc, this is an intimate love
story from father to a very special son.
87 min. Unrated.

WELL GROOMED 10/19 + 10/24

Four words: Competitive creative dog grooming. Are
you as excited as we are? Follow four champion
groomers and their very decked-out dogs as they
compete to be the best in this sublime sport.
88 min. Unrated.
Sponsored by Shake & Shine Canine Wash & Deli

WILD SHORTS 9/28 + 10/11

Head straight into the American tornado. See what
climate change is doing to the arctic polar bear.
Walk with a Vietnam veteran whose healing began in
the wilderness. Run with tribal members as they unite
at Bear’s Ears National Monument in Utah. And find a
reason to–yes–love bugs with lifelong partners and
entomology pioneers Lois and Charlie O’Brien. The
Wild-Shorts Docs program introduces us to people we
would never meet otherwise, people who embrace and
share their love for the wild. 83 min. Unrated.

VISION PORTRAITS
10/19 + 10/20 @ Limelight
Presented by the Washington State Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation and the Division of Services for the Blind
Filmmaker Rodney Evans is going blind. So he’s coping
with it the only way he knows how: by making a movie,
not just about his own quest to continue creating
his art, but also the parallel missions of a writer,
a photographer and a dancer to do the same under
similar circumstances. 78 min. Unrated.
Shown in honor of National Disability Awareness Month

ANIMALS
BIOGRAPHIES
CHANGING LANDS
CLASSIC DOCS

KEY:
THEMES

HEALTH
MIGRANT EXPERIENCE
MUSIC
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THE POLLINATORS 10/20 + 10/22

Presented by the Community Food Co-op
Pre-screening reception with honey sweetened treats
and a post-screening discussion after the 10/20 show
Because flowers that will eventually become food crops
don’t pollinate themselves, migratory beekeepers
truck billions of hard-working bees all over the
country to give them an assist. This also puts the
beekeepers on the front lines of the environmental
issues endangering our fuzzy, buzzy friends. 92 min.
Unrated.

Presented by the Bellingham Tenants Union
Bellingham’s fraught housing market is a crisis
mirrored all over the world. This doc poses the
question: If housing is a human right, why are so
many people having a harder and harder time finding
a place to live? 92 min. Unrated.
Sponsored by Chuckanut Builders

WALDO ON WEED

Presented by Greater Bellingham Running Club
Guor Marial was a Lost Boy of Sudan who became a
world-class marathoner. But when he declined an
invitation to compete in the 2012 London Olympics
rather than represent the Sudan, he became a man
without a country. Would this athlete who had
overcome so much make it to the starting line?
88 min. Unrated.
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STAFF
PICKS
CHRISTINA KOBDISH (Board Member)

Raise Hell: The Life & Times of Molly Ivins
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I had the good fortune of spending time with
Molly Ivins when I lived and worked in Texas,
and years later in Seattle. She was bigger, more
irreverent, wittier, and folksier than you can
imagine. We could use an icon like Molly today,
who can outrage you and make you think while
your sides are splitting. Molly would approve of
everyone having a cold brew on tap in hand at
the screening and leaving ready to speak truth
to power. . . maybe even be little bit cheeky in
the process.
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ARIEL (Development and Membership
Manager) Motherload
I’m excited to see Motherload because my car
broke down and now I’m thinking about replacing
it with a bike. . . Possible? I guess we’ll find out.
MOTHERLOAD

Now in its sixth year, Pickford Film Center’s Doc-ED program continues
the tradition of bringing thousands of middle school students to see
documentaries at the Pickford for free. Through grants and your generous
donations, PFC invites every public and tribal middle school in Whatcom
County to enjoy a new documentary with transportation, tickets and
popcorn all taken care of. Doc-ED films expose students to a larger world,
and introduce them to inspiring individuals with fascinating stories to
tell. Doc-ED offers kids a journey outside the classroom and a chance
to experience the joy of watching a thought-provoking film next to their
peers. This year we are excited to share four documentaries with Whatcom County middle schoolers, covering a range of themes and topics. As
always, Doc-ED is a program we are proud of, and it wouldn’t be possible
without community support.

MIKAYLA (Educational Outreach Coordinator + Projectionist) Love, Antosha
This film is about the late actor Anton Yelchin, who starred in independent movies as well as big
studio films before dying in a bizarre and tragic accident at the age of 27. One thing that is made
abundantly clear in the doc is how much Anton loved his parents. He used to write his mother get
well cards and slip them under her door every day, always signing off with "Love, Antosha." Did I cry?
Yes. This is a lovely and moving tribute to an actor who accomplished multitudes in the little time
he was given.

MICHAEL B. (Assistant Operations Manager)

Scream, Queen! My Nightmare on Elm Street

SCREAM, QUEEN!

SUSIE (Executive Director)

Horror films are usually a reflection of the
subconscious fears society holds during a
specific time period. Horror has become one of
the best ways for artists to express their
frustrations and worries about the world around
us. While A Nightmare on Elm Street 2 is not that
subtle (like, at all), I'm fascinated to learn about
some of the subtext behind the film and see how
a film that was originally hated by most became
a cult film in LGBTQ+ communities.

SELECTED FILMS FOR DOC-ED 2019:
APOLLO 11
Take a journey to the moon with commander Neil Armstrong and pilot
Buzz Aldrin. Featuring beautifully restored footage and previously
unreleased audio from the Apollo 11 mission, this documentary immerses
the viewer in the intensity of man’s first mission to the moon.
KIFARU

Boy Howdy: The Story of Creem Magazine
When I was 12 or 13, some friends and I got on a
bus after school and set out to visit the offices of
Creem magazine. We walked in and demanded to
see Dave Marsh, who, bemused by our presence,
ducked into his office and brought Mitch Ryder
out to meet us. We stood there with our mouths
open. After a short while Marsh told us to leave
and we went home. This film offers me an adult
version of this sojourn to Creem magazine but
with more stars, more drugs, more ego and more
insanity than would have made sense to a
pre-teen. I can’t wait.

LINDSEY (Marketing Manager) Earth (Erde)
Every time I'm in a window seat on an airplane
I stare down at the ground mesmerized by the
patterns and visual changes in the earth below.
The first time I drove through a mountain pass
and saw the leftover channels where dynamite
blasted the mountains apart to make way for a
road, it blew my mind. How man made machines
can impact landscape on such a large scale is
wild to me, and yet—there’s something beautiful
in the way big clunky machines move around.

ELLEN (Volunteer)

WBCN and the American Revolution
WBCN contributed to my upbringing while
growing up in Boston in the 60’s. This
documentary will speak to me loudly and clearly,
recalling those turbulent times not so dissimilar
from today.

LAUREN (Volunteer) For Sama
For Sama is a mother's love letter to her baby
daughter, born in the midst of the fight for
Aleppo. It looks heartbreaking but it's so rare to
see war up close and personal from woman's
perspective that I will be honored to be a witness.

Following ‘Sudan,’ the last male northern white rhino in existence, and his
three primary caregivers as they witness both extinction and hope
to save the species they love.

MAIDEN
Tracy Edwards leads an all-female crew around the world in this
thrilling and inspiring documentary about the importance of
teamwork and perseverance under enormous adversity.

RYAN (Volunteer) The Story of Plastic
Everywhere you look, you can see the harsh reality of the plastic problem, from the trash on our
city streets to the odd bits that wash up on our
beaches. There is now one ton of plastic for every
person on Earth, and almost half of that plastic
has been produced in the last decade. It feels
truly overwhelming when you start to realize the
immensity of the problem, so I'm hoping that this
film will help shed some light on how we got here
and provide some good actions that people can
take to help mitigate this looming crisis.

KIFARU

THE SERENGETI RULES

ERNIE & JOE

JEN (Projectionist) Ernie & Joe
I myself am from Texas and have my own
experiences and perceptions of the police there.
The often volatile and sometimes fatal
interactions between law enforcement and
civilians is a topical and important issue being
faced throughout our country. I would love to
know what police, especially in Texas, are
doing to improve these conditions.

Exploring some of the most remote and spectacular places on Earth, five
pioneering scientists make surprising discoveries that flip our understanding of nature on its head, and offer new hope for restoring our world.
For more information on Doc-ED, or to schedule a
screening for your school, contact:
mikayla@pickfordfilmcenter.org

RYAN (Operations Manager) Jay Myself
When I heard about where Jay Maisel lived—a 6
story building that encompassed 36,000 square
feet of space—which was full of collected objects
and the artists work over his many years there, I
was immediately taken. Here lies an opportunity
to look at an immeasurably large and organized
collection of everyday objects, and while we are
there we get to meet the artist and see what
makes him move about his life.

Posel Gockley Fund
Evelyn Pryce Memorial Fund

Lucky Seven
Foundation

